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Abstract. Detecting customer needs is the most prerequisite for new product development and current
product improvement. In th is study, we propose a novel approach to identify product opportunities by
applying topic modeling and sentiment analysis. First, this approach defines major contextual features of a
product in need of product planning by applying topic modeling to social web data of the product. Second, it
computes customer satisfaction for each feature by keyword(or key phrase)-level sentiment analysis. Finally,
this approach quantifies the opportunity level of each feature through the opportunity algorithm based on the
concepts of importance and satisfaction. This approach will contribute to mon itoring customer needs in real
time and identifying product development concepts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Detecting new opportunities for a product is one of the
most important things for firms’ sustainable growth (Park
2005). A firm can increase customers’ satisfaction level by
providing a product that complements new or insufficient
functionalities (Fo rnell, Johnson et al. 1996). But, it is
difficult to define customer needs because many of the
customer needs tend to be hidden or imp licit (Kärkkäinen,
Piippo et al. 2001). In addition, defining customer needs
and thereby extracting new product opportunities is not an
easy task (Isaksson, Larsson et al. 2009).
For these reasons, this paper proposes a new approach
that identifies product opportunities by the opportunity
algorith m based on topic modeling and sentiment analysis.
The proposed method defines product features fro m largescale social media data by topic modeling; in this study,
each product feature corresponds to a subject that
customers express on social med ia data and the stock
quantity of each product feature is used to identify the
importance of its corresponding product feature from a
customer perspective. Subsequently, the approach
determines the satisfaction level of each product feature by

analyzing the sentiment expressed within the product
feature. Lastly, the method quantifies and visualizes the
opportunity levels of the product features by the
opportunity algorith m consisting of the importance and
satisfaction values.
This study will contribute to advancing customercentered product planning. Our method quantifies the
process for product opportunities by identifying p roduct
features and their importance and satisfaction from largescale social med ia data. In addit ion, our method for new
opportunity identification has the potential to be applied to
not only products but also services, product-service system,
and technology development.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Our approach has three theoretical backgrounds:
opportunity algorithm, topic modeling and sentiment
analysis. They are explained in detail in this section.

2.1 Opportunity algorithm
Opportunity algorith m is a method for quantifying and

measuring innovation opportunity. It was proposed along
with Outco me-driven innovation (ODI) by Ulwick (Ulwick
2005). This algorith m uses importance and satisfaction to
compute opportunities on a scale of 0 to 10 fro m customer
perspectives (Equation 1). The opportunity landscape map
can be drawn by components with their impo rtance and
satisfaction. Co mponents on the opportunity landscape map
are divided into served-right, overserved and underserved
(Figure 1). Co mponents in served-right make appropriate
satisfaction compared to their importance to the customer.
Overserved components mean higher satisfaction than their
importance. Lastly, underserved components provide lower
satisfaction than their importance. These underserved
components can be understood as innovation opportunities.
In this study, we use the opportunity algorithm to
identify development opportunities for product features
fro m customer perspectives . In particular, we will find
product development opportunities with not only a visual
by opportunity landscape map but also opportunity score
computation.
Opportunity = Importance
+ Max (Importance − Satisfaction , 0)(1)

proposed. Among the algorith ms, this study uses Latent
Dirich let Allocation (LDA) topic modeling algorith m. The
LDA topic modeling has developed from Probabilistic
Latent Semantic Indexing (p LSI) topic modeling (Blei, Ng
et al. 2003). The p LSI topic modeling algorith m does not
have a probability inference model of document-level. The
LDA is also known to have the highest performance among
vairous topic modeling algorithms (Chiru , Rebedea et al.
2014).
The procedure of LDA model is composed of three
steps (Figure 2). First, the words dictionary was built by
keywords in a corpus. Then, the model in fers the
probability of terms for topics using the dirich let
distribution. As a result, we can know the contribution of
each term to make up topics. Lastly, the model infers topics
probability in documents with topic-term d istribution. This
topics-documents distribution as the final output of LDA is
used for document classification.
In this study, the LDA topic modeling is used to define
product features and the importance of the features fro m
customer perspectives. This is because product features are
originated fro m the social med ia data made by users (or
customers). Then, the stock of each product feature (or
topic) indicates the importance of the product feature from
customer perspectives.
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Figure 1: Schematic of opportunity landscape maps

2.2 Topic modeling
Text documents consist of words. Topics spoken in
documents are expressed by a combination of wo rds and
documents can belong to multip le topics. In part icular,
documents can share similar topics and they are expressed
by the occurrence of similar words. The topic modeling is a
method to in ference topics of text documents by words
related to context. Especially, it can be expressed by the
probability that how many expressions each topic in
documents. In addition, documents can be classified by the
inference result of topics.
Some prior topic modeling algorithms have been

Figure 2: Concepts of LDA-based topic modeling

2.3 Sentiment analysis
The sentiment analysis is one of the major research
fields of Natural language process (NLP). Sentiment
analysis is also called opinion mining or polarity detection.
Sentiment analysis is a detection method for sentiment
(positive or negative) in speech. Sentiment analysis detects
not only the polarity but also the degree of sentiment.
The sentiment analysis has three major ways. First, the

rule-based analysis is detecting terms’ sequence in speech.
Some ru le-based sentiment analysis studies use an ontology
to analyze the sentiment of speech (Wei and Gulla 2010).
Second, the lexicon-based analysis uses a dictionary for
sentiment words likes SentiWordNet (Baccianella, Esuli et
al. 2010). The lexicon-based sentiment analysis is easy to
use. However, it has a limitation, in that it measures only
sentence-level or docu ment-level sentiment. Lastly, the
deep learning-based analysis this study adopts measures
word-level sentiment scores. The deep learning-based
sentiment analysis uses a deep neural network model to
analyze sentiments of speech. The deep learning-based
analysis is also known as the highest performance method
to analyze sentiment among various methods (Dasgupta
and Ng 2009).
To measure customers’ opin ions about various features
of the target product, this study uses the deep learningbased analysis for keyword-level sentiment analysis to
large-scale text data.

3. METHODOLOGY
This study proposes a new method to identify
product development opportunities using three theoretical
backgrounds: opportunity algorithm, topic modeling and
sentiment analysis. The features of the target product and
their importance will be defined by topic modeling fro m
large-scale web data. Then, we compute customers’
satisfaction of the features using the keyword-level
sentiment analysis. Finally, the opportunity score of each
feature is identified by opportunity algorithm. The specific
overall procedure is below (Figure 3.).
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3.1 Data gathering and preprocessing
First, we collect large-scale web data related to the
target product. Because this approach will co mpute
customer satisfactions using sentiment analysis, we main ly
collect social med ia data or social web data posted from
customers. Then, we extract keywords (or key-phrase)
related to the target product fro m the web data. Keywords
must have relation to the target product and thus keywords
are used to extract the features of product through topic
modeling. Therefore, we select keywords that have relation
to the target product.

3.2 Defining features of product and computing
importance of features
We execute LDA topic modeling using the web data
and selected keywords. The LDA topic modeling algorith m
has three majo r inputs. Three major inputs are corpus, word
dictionary and the number of topics. The corpus is largescale web data and the word dictionary consists of selected
keywords. Lastly, the number of topics is decided by a prior
study that is the lowest number of average cosine similarity
of pairs of topics (Wang, Liu et al. 2014).
Features of the target product were defined by LDA
topic modeling and they are actually the features wh ich
customers are interested in about the target product. This is
because those features are defined fro m web data originated
fro m customers. The importance of each product feature
also can be quantified by analyzing how many the product
feature occurred in user mentions (Song, Lee et al. 2015).
Therefore, the contribution stock as a summation of
document contributions for a feature indicates the
importance of the feature fro m customer perspectives in the
corpus (Figure 4.).
Then, we use normalized contribution stocks on a
scale of 0 to 10 for the importance of product features used
in opportunity algorithm. The co mputed score is the
relative importance of the features of the target product.
The formu la about transforming contribution stock to the
importance for 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖 is Equation 2.
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed method
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Figure 4: Concepts of computing the importance of product
features

Importance𝑖 = 10 ×

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑖 − 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑖𝑛
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑀𝑖𝑛

(2)

3.3 Computing customer satisfaction
In this step, we define customers’ satisfaction of
features of the target product to use identifying product
development opportunities . First, we compute weighted
sentiment scores for features by a mult iple o f the topicsdocuments contribution matrix the result of LDA topic
modeling and average sentiment scores of keywords the
result of sentiment analysis . Because the same keyword has
different sentiment score in various customer reviews then
we use average sentiment score for representative value of
the keywords. Then, we standardize weighted sentiment
scores of each feature. The positive area of standardized
distribution is satisfaction for each feature (Figure 5.). We
use positive area on a scale of 0 to 10 for opportunity
algorith m. The formu la about the transform weighted
sentiment score to the customer satisfaction for 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖
is Equation 3.
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Figure 5: Concepts of computing customer satisfaction
Satisfaction 𝑖 = 10 × P (z ≥ 0) ∵ z~N(𝑋 𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 2 ) (3)

3.4 Finding product development opportunity
Importance and satisfaction scores of each feature on a
scale 0 to 10 can make up the opportunity landscape map.
Through the landscape map, we can find features that have
highly opportunities than other features with separate the
map into three areas overserved underserved and served
right. Features of the target product closer to the
underserved area have a high probability for p roduct
development opportunities. But specific opportunity scores
of features of the target product were co mputed by the
opportunity algorithm.
In this approach, we can know not only highly
opportunity features but also development directions of
features via weighted sentiment scores for features. Each
feature includes many keywo rds that have a contribution to
the feature and weighted by sentiment scores. Therefore,
we can find both satisfaction and dissatisfaction points for
each feature. Finally, we can set product development plans
to increase the satisfaction or decrease the dissatisfaction.

4. CASE STUDY: Samsung galaxy note 5
We propose an approach to identify product
development opportunities using LDA topic modeling and
sentiment analysis. This approach is useful to be applied to
mu ltifunctional products because the topic modeling can
define various features of a given product. In addition, this
approach requires large-scale co mments that may contain
various customer needs. Smartphones are a representative
product which is mult ifunctional and contains various
customer opin ions in social media. For this reason, our case
study is conducted to identify product development
opportunities of Samsung galaxy note 5 (SGN5).

4.1 Data gathering and preprocessing
This case study used posts and comments data of
Reddit (https://www.reddit.co m/). Reddit, one of the major
social web sites in the Un ited States, is made up with lots
of subreddits, including SGN5. Therefore, we were ab le to
gather the customer review data related to our target
product with min imal noise. 23,613 customer reviews
(2,255 posts and 21,358 co mments ) was collected during
the period between 05 Dec 2014 and 31 Jan 2016; the
release date of SGN5 in the Un ited States is 21 Aug 2015.
Then, we analyzed the data using AlchemyAPI for natural
language processing, thereby extracting an init ial set of
32,656 keywords. By eliminating irrelevant or noise terms
fro m the set, we selected 3,539 keywords related to SGN5.
Finally, for this case study we used 23,613 customer
reviews and 3,549 keywords.

4.2 Defining product features and computing their
importance
We executed the topic modeling using customer
reviews and keywo rds. The number of topics that used for
topic modeling was 65, because it can be decided by the
lowest number of average cosine similarity between all
pairs of topics. The cosine similarity is a measure to
identify the similarity between two d iscrete vectors and its
value ranges between 0 and 1. The average cosine
similarity for all pairs of topics decreased until 60, and it
was found to have the lowest value when the nu mber of
topics is 65. Then, the similarity value showed a trend of a
rebound from 70 (Figure 6).
The 65 features of SGN5 were named by their majo r
contributing keywords (and key phrases). Then, the stock
quantity of each feature can be computed from documents’
belongness for the feature (Tab le 1). The stock quantity
value ranged 202.2198 (maximu m stock quantity) and
165.9974 (minimu m stock quantity). The average value of
stocks was 171.1228. Then, the stock quantity values for
product features were normalized and transformed into the

importance values for the product features by a factor of ten.
Therefore, the importance value for each product feature
was transformed into a value between 0 and 10.
The most important feature of SGN5 was found to be
‘Samsung Pay (Importance: 10)’ and the least important
one was ‘Accessory (Importance: 0)’. In fact, ‘Samsung
Pay’ using Magnetic Secure Trans mission (MST) is a new
feature provided by not only SGN5 but also all the other
new Samsung smartphones. It supports payment with a
virtual credit card without Near Field Co mmun ication
(NFC); similar functions are ‘Apple Pay’ and ‘Android
Pay’. Therefore, it reflects a customer concern for new
technology.

4.3 Computing customer satisfaction
In this step, customer satisfaction of product features
is co mputed by sentiment analysis. First, average sentiment
score was computed for 3,549 key words (Table 2.).
Through the average sentiment score, the battery had many
negative customer opinions . The battery has two major
product features (topics) in SGN5. One feature is related to
battery life; for example, its keywords are ‘removable
battery (-0.2453)’, ‘non-removable battery (-0.5415)’ and
‘fixed battery (-0.2839)’. The other feature relates to
removable battery; its keywo rds are ‘battery life (-0.5910)’,
‘battery size (-0.856)’ and ‘good battery life (0.5437)’
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Figure 6: The average cosine similarity of pairs of topics
Table 1: Part of contributing keywords and the importance
of product features
Fe atures

Major contribution keywords

Stock Importance

Design(0.118), Material(0.029),
166.8327
Material design(0.014), OS(0.009)

0.2306

Fingerprint(0.171), Sensor(0.029),
Fingerprint Finger print scanner(0.026), Smart 169.6524
lock(0.011)

1.0090

Design

Calling(0.079), Battery(0.049),
167.2703
VoLT E(0.037), Wi-Fi calling(0.036),
OS(0.125), UI(0.071),
Optimization
Optimization(0.024), App
167.2323
optimization(0.009)
Calling

Wi-Fi

Wifi(0.288), Network(0.015),
Speed(0.015), Hotspot(0.006)

173.6667

UI(0.227), OS(0.189), Bug(0.045),
UX
167.4583
Smooth(0.029), Software(0.029)
Flash(0.107), ROM(0.059),
Custom Rom
169.4675
Knox(0.034), Recovery(0.03)
Edge(0.355) Curve(0.044),
Edge display
167.1840
Protection(0.016), Screen(0.005)
SD(0.130), Removable
Expandabilitybattery(0.049), MicroSD(0.036), IR 179.3538
blaster(0.016)
Update(0.344), Software(0.053)
Software
Security(0.012), Marshmallow 182.7272
update
update(0.005)

0.3514

0.3409

2.1173

Table 2: Part of av erag e sentiment scor es for ke ywo rds of S GN5
Keywords
Average sentiment score
battery
-0.2334
great upgrade
0.7703
fast autofocus
0
removable battery
-0.2453
wireless char ging cap abilities
-0.4315
16MP camera
0.2657
SD card
-0.2963
AMOLED
0.3885
design
0.2438
UI
-0.2208
Screen size
0.1937
fingerprint scanner
-0.0155
The average sentiment score of all keywords was
mu ltip lied by the features-keywords matrix that is the result
of LDA topic modeling. As a result, a weighted sentiment
score matrix for features was generated. A ro w o f weighted
sentiment score mat rix is a weighted sentiment score vector
of a product feature. We use a normal distribution and
compute p(z ≥ 0) s to standardize each sentiment score
vector. Finally, we were able to obtain satisfaction scores
for 65 features, ranging between 0 and 10 (Table 3.).
Table 3: Part of distribution and satisfaction of features
Features

0.4033
0.9580

𝐄(𝑭𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝒊) 𝐕𝐚𝐫(𝑭𝒆𝒂𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆 𝒊)

S atisfaction

Design

-0.00002224

0.00000183

5.1441

Fingerprint

-0.00003417

0.00000093

2.6905

Calling

-0.00004204

0.00000065

0.5420

0.3276

Optimization
Wi-Fi

-0.00002808
-0.00003770

0.00000061
0.00000120

2.6288
2.8175

3.6873

UX
Custom Rom

-0.00003114
-0.00002524

0.00000126
0.00000038

3.6903
1.9508

Edge display

-0.00001147

0.00000013

3.2024

Expandability

-0.00005756

0.00000105

0

Software update -0.00002588

0.00000097

3.8742

4.6186

The average of satisfaction scores was 4.0361. In
particular, the ‘Samsung Pay’ had the highest satisfaction in
SGN5. It also had the highest importance feature in our
analysis result. Therefore, the ‘Samsung Pay’ as a new
feature was found to have the highest importance and
highest satisfaction despite its new provision to customers .
On the other hand, the ‘Expandability’ recorded the least
satisfaction among the product features of SGN5.
According to our best knowledge, th is is because some
features, such as external memo ry card, removable battery,
and IR b laster, have been eliminated in SGN5; those
product features were provided by previous versions of
SGN5, such as Samsung galaxy note 4.

4.4 Finding product development opportunities
Finally, product development opportunities are
quantified using the importance and satisfaction scores for
product features. To grasp an overall t rend of p roduct
opportunities, we generated an opportunity landscape map
for SGN5 using the distributions of importance and
satisfaction of the product features (Figure 7.). Two orange
lines separate the areas of Over-served (Top), Served right
(Middle), Under-served (Bottom). They are d rawn fro m the
average of importance (1.4150) and satisfaction (4.0361).
Total 48 features of 65 features are found to be in ‘Served
right’ area, 11 features in ‘Over-served’ area and 5 features
in ‘Under-served’ area. In particular, 5 underserved features
are ‘Fast charge’, ‘Detect pes2’, ‘Charge cable’, ‘Screen
glass’ and ‘Expandability’. Also, the 1 product feature
(‘Samsung Pay’) has highest values both importance and
satisfaction. In a simple sense, one can conclude that these
6 features have a higher opportunity than the others.
10

Table 4: Top 10 product features with a high opportunity
score

9

Satisfaction

Actually, our analysis found that those 6 product
features have a higher opportunity, compared to other
features (Table 4.). For the product features with a high
opportunity score, specific develop ment directions of the
product can be decided by using contributing keywords and
their sentiment score for the features (Table 5.). Direct ions
can be decided dynamically, but in this study, we guess the
directions to improve negative keywords for each feature.
In particu lar, the ‘Samsung Pay (Opportunity: 10)’ is the
highest opportunity feature in SGN5. It has both the highest
importance and satisfaction, although it is a new feature
that has not been provided before. But, it has some negative
points. The negative points of ‘Samsung Pay’ are NFC
support because most of the keywords that have negative
sentiment are related to NFC. ‘Samsung Pay’ does not
support NFC pay ment yet. It supports MST only. Therefore,
‘Samsung Pay’ could consider supporting NFC pay ment.
The second highest opportunity feature is ‘Fast charge
(Opportunity: 9.3706)’; the importance and satisfaction of
‘Fast charge’ are 7.0598 and 4.7492. SGN5 currently
contains a device charging technology that is twice or
three-times faster than before. ‘Fast charge’ was the second
highest importance, but it seems not to provide enough
satisfaction to customers. Ou r detail analysis found that
major negative keywords for ‘Fast charge’ are related to
wireless charging and chargers. For this reason, ‘Fast
charge’ could be improved by enhancing wireless charging
and charging support devices. The third highest opportunity
feature is ‘Expandability’. It involves removable parts of
SGN5 to assist usage. The most representative parts are
removable battery and external storage. What
‘Expandability’ has the third highest opportunity indicates
that customers feel some d iscomfort related to Micro SD
use, Replaceable battery and IR b laster, co mpared to SGN4.
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Figure 7: The opportunity landscape map of SGN5

Table 5: Part of keywords contribution weighted by sentiment
Ke ywords

Samsung
Keywords
Pay

Fast
charge

Keywords

Expandabi
lity

NFC

-0.00238071

charge

-0.04903734

SD

-0.03627358

NFC Pay

-0.00125675

charger

-0.03531872

SD card

-0.02764752

-0.00074977

wireless
Charger

-0.00471534

car

-0.02519669

android pay -0.00065243

Samsung
Wireless
Charger

-0.00089303

micro SD

-0.01419630

Charges

-0.00079399

MicroSD

-0.01246854

Google
wallet

support
Samsung
Pay

-0.00036844

NFC
payment

removable
-0.00032814 car charger -0.00066825
-0.01191136
battery

NFC
terminals

-0.00020921

fast
wireless
chargers.

Pay apps

-0.00020510

blue light

-0.00053208

SD-Card

-0.01055452

S-Pay

-0.00016297

charger
work

-0.00047055

SD cards

-0.00956093

sPay

-0.00015923

wall
charger

-0.00027726

SD card
slot

-0.00647964

-0.00054525

SD card
slot.

-0.01189686

5. CONCLUSION
Customer needs from the voice of customer are the
most important thing to development products (Kaulio
1998). Recently, the voice of customer appears on various
med ia (Arnold, Barrow et al. 2007). In particular, website
and social media are beco ming an important source for
gathering frank and true opinions fro m customers
(Malthouse, Haenlein et al. 2013).
This study proposed a new approach to identify
product development opportunities from web data
including social media. The proposed approach uses the
opportunity algorithm, topic modeling and the sentiment
analysis to identify product development opportunities.
First, we gather customer review data related to a target
product from website or social media. Second, the features
of the product and their importance were defined by the
LDA topic modeling and keywords extract ion. Then, the
satisfaction of features was computed by sentiment analysis.
Lastly, product development opportunities that consist of
importance and satisfaction are computed. We applied the
approach to SGN5 and were able to identify p roduct
features with high opportunity and formu late product
development direct ions using the features ’ contributing
keywords and their weighted sentiment score.
Our approach presents a quantifying method for
product development opportunities based on web data.
Therefore, this approach is expected to facilitate customer-

centered product planning and development. In addit ion,
this approach using social media data has the potential to be
applied to not only products but also service, productservice systems to identify their development opportunities.
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